**Subject:**
2020 Traffic Vehicle Volume Summary (Traffic Counts)

**Effective Date:**
May 19, 2021

**Notice**

Although the Delaware Vehicle Volume Summary 2020 (Traffic Counts) has become available online through the Gateway application, the current pandemic has affected the driving pattern for the state and has shown significantly less frequency within the counts than what was available pre-pandemic. Up until year 2020, the use of the latest traffic counts provided confidence that the project submissions would reflect the most accurate project improvement requirements.

Due to the 2020 pandemic and at the discretion of DelDOT, the Delaware Vehicle Volume Summary 2019 (Traffic Counts) will be utilized for Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) and Traffic Pattern Group factors that will also remain reflective on the Auxiliary Lane Worksheet found on the Development Coordination website.

Engineers in responsible charge of Traffic Impact Studies may contact the Development Coordination Section at 302.760.2266, if they have any questions in this regard.